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Kinetic Modei 

Abstrad By th芭 helpof the high-temp己rature-expansionmethod w日 investigatε

the nonlinear critical relaxat.ions in th告 kineticIsing model. The associated exponents 

are estimated by means of the ratio m宕thod. The results are consistent with the 

dynamic-scaIing pr号dictions

L Int:rodudion 

The phenomenon of critical siowing down which means that the rεlaxation time of 

becomes much as the critical is approached， is one of 

behavior characteristic of the critical phenomenaY 

In the past， the critical singularities of the relaxation t:imes for the linear and 

削 ηlineardynamic response had been asserted to be identical in 

intuitive expectation and a fewverifications.2) The intuitive 

relaxation time has to be determined mainly by the fjηal 

so that the difference between critical singularities of each relaxation time is negligeble， 

because an system approaches much more closely its叫 uilibriumsituation as 

time increases.2) A few verifications for this were the results of the high-tempεrature司

expansion method2)，3) and the MontεCarlo method4) in the two-dimensional kinetic 

Ising model，5) These results showed thatムi?とム whereム a同ム are

the critical exponents of the linear and nonlinear critical slowir沼 downfor the order 

parameter (magnetization respectively. 

Recently， it was found that the singularities of the linear and nonlinear relaxation 

time can be different eγen ln ergodic systems by the mean field approximation 

(MF A) for the kinetic Ising model固6) That it was found that such aεcontrary 

evidence exists. The differences betweenム込)andム唱。1.) has been confirmed for 

other compiicated cases7)，8)，9) (different lattices with short-range interactions). It was 

also rεported that in the high-temperature 田 riesexpansiod) for the two-dimensional 

kinetic Ising model there is an algebraic error and theεstimate of ム 1S in 
8)，9) error. 
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Furthermore， on the basis of scaling analysis1o)，!I) it was shown that 

ム協) ム β， (1) 

for purely dissipative systems， whereβis the critical exponent of the order parameter. 

A physical interpretation of (1) 1S given in Refs. and 12). It 1S natural that the 

differe配 εム詰) ム)t凶 been overlooked in the two-dimensional kinetic Ising 

model， since βis very small in this case (β= 1/8). The above-mentioned exponent 

estimates7)，8)，9) also support the scaling prediction (1). We can al80 consider the nonli. 

near critical relaxation of the energy in the kinetic Ising modeL For the energy E， the 

scaling prediction becomes") 

ム(1.) -E = 1-α。 ( 2 ) 

The exponentム<;].1)will be evaluated in this report. Here a denotes the critical 

exponent of the specific heat (α=0 for the two-dimensional case)。

Section 2 co批ainsthe formulation of the kinetic Ising model and the definition of 

the relaxation time， In ~ 3， we discuss br官 flythe high-temperature-expansion method 

and report the results for the nonlinear critical exponents calculated by the high-

temperature-expansion method. Summary and discussions are given in患4.

えlKin肥HcIsing model and r記laxationt:ime 

The kinetic Ising model is a model of spin system interacting with a heat bath that 

makes spins flip spontaneously圃 Thesy8tem at time t is described by the probability 

P(び11 ぴ'N'1) to find the spins in tke state (び]，切 0 ・9σN)，whereの=::!::: 1 are spin variabies. 

The probability P(ぴ1，…，ぴ'N' t) is assumed to be governed the following master 

equatlOn: 

び1，…pσ'f，p t) =子 σ11・…，O'N' t) 

十2:…j -aJ~ ・ぴN' (3) 

where the transition Wj(句)is assumed to be， for zero external fields 

= ，(1/2) (1 句 tanhK芝山) ( 4 ) 

with Z denoting tile sum over the nearest neighbors of the j-tb spin，and k=jyhT. 
Here the time scale is chosen to be unity.3) Eq. (4) is the simplest assumption consistent 

with the detailed balance condition5) for the Hamiltonian H=一J.2， σ均・
vaZ1' 

When the probabiiityσ1， σis determined by Eq， thδtime evolution of a 

physical quan.tity X=σf  ) can be written as 

=2: συ …， σ"t) σf )， 
{σ 1v 

( 5 ) 

wherεthe sum is over all possible oI spins. If the physical quantity X 
iσl 

γanishes in the final equi1ibrium state， namely，∞)=u， the nonlin回 rrelaxation time is 

defined 
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T(η 1.)-r∞ di 
x -J。てを布)，，& 

( 6 ) 

with X( 0) being finite and suffidently large.2)，6) (In the case of the energy relaxation， 

we can regard E(oo) as thεzero energy.) If we take the limit X( 0)一一→oin Eq. 

(6)， we obtain the usual linear relaxation time 品川)

て(!)= lim roo ~(!) dt= と也主虫色~dt
x ---y(o，/:~， o J， X (0 )山ーよ くX2>田 山 (7) 

where <. . .λis the equi1ibrium average in the final state (t=∞). Thus the critical 

exponents appearing in Eqs. (1) and are defined by 

τ(n.l.) 
x 

T X 
，-L([) 
ι 

( 8 ) 

(9 ) 

withε={T/TJ-l， Tc being the critical (X=M for the order 問問meter，

E for the energy， etc.) 1n the MF A， the exponentsム??ム canbe calc山 ted

directly from the evolution equation for the quantity X. 6) 1n other cases such as the 

systems with short-range interactions， the high-temperatur・εexpansionmethod2)，3)，13) is 

helpful. We will quote it b1'iefly in the next section. 

3. High四 t配mp世ratu間関riesexpansioIl 

If we rewrite the master equation (3) as 

っtP(σ1， UjIf. t)間σ1， aN，の (10 ) 

and introduce a function r/J.t) byσ1，…， σN' t) = o(t) P(σ1，…， σjIf， 00)， then we 0 btain 

件(t)= )， 

where L砂=P(OO)-I['ctP(OO)，01' more 

)
 

守

i
1
1
 

(
 

L = 2: WiuJ (1-Pj) (12 ) 

with P; being the spin-flip operator: Pjの=ーのゐた十ぬ(1-

By the help of this Liouvi1lean-like operator the 1'elaxation times (6) and can 

be written as 

仰1.)ーさ二主三ヱ
x <X>，' 

τ(1.") =三之左笠斗
x <X2>∞?  

(13 ) 

(14 ) 

whe1'e <. . ')i denotes the avεrage in the initial ensemble (t= 0 ). Following Suzukj2)， 

we consider the case where the initial state is completely ferromagnetic (T= 0， 01' 

infinite external fields). 

Since we can write the operator L as Lo -L *， where L訴 containshigher-order 



the term L -] can be expanded in the 
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terms with respect to )c=tanhK (l[→o for T→ 

陀 solventform : 
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(15 ) L -] L;;l + LずL*L♂十 L;;lLヰL;;lL*L;;l+"'， 

in powers of 11. as 

2: anll.ヘτ(1.)= 2: 
n n 

H the coefficients a n， are we can estimate the approximate successive 

exponents sn by using the ratio method other 

In this report we consider the non日near-relaxationcritical exponents for the oreler 

2 and 3 and for the εnergy (in 2αThe  caku. 

lation of the coefficients in Eq. which reduces to problem on a latticε~ is 

and tedious， and we report only the final results. The coefficientsαn and the 

relevant exponentsムn are given in Table I~nI for each case. From these 

conjecture that 

(16 ) 

Thus， the relaxation times are 

事le

) ~~ 1.85 2 

ム~ 1.05 3 dimensions)， 

ム)=O.5~ l.O 2 

Talole L The coefficients a n and th巴 relevantexponents 
ムn in successiv日 approximationsfor the order-parameter 
rel:axation time on a squar巴 lattice.Thεcritical tempera.. 
ture is given by )[c =.; 2-1 

ムnan 1日
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Tal:!Re H. The coefficients an and the巴xponentsムn for 
the or白r-parameterrelaxation tim日 ona cubic latticε 
J(c=O.2182 
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Table m.τhe coefficients an and th邑 expon日nts6." for 
the en日rgyrelaxation tim邑 ona triangu!ar lattice. Jicこむ.2
67自.

n an ムn

G 0.5 

2.5 1.340 

2 14.0 2.001 

3 52.0 0.986 

4 167.0 0.'142 

5 561.167 0.501 

8 2075.646 。事47

Table IV. Th号邑xponentsof the linear and nonlinear r己laxationtime for the order 
parameter in th百 kineticIsing moc¥el. 

ζ ← 一一一一一一一一一一一

¥_.cases 2 dimensions (β=1/8) 

¥¥¥ Yahata and Suzukia)下記忌石戸函長; Racz and Co!linscJ 

斗'.) 2.0土0.05 2.125土0.01

一二二一__L二三!と [ 1.95土0.15

て;l二元ンI~J元!?;:::::s|τELms)l tI75「

剖J:;;;:;仁 ;;;lーと--H，
a) Ref.3). (high-t佼nperatureseries expansion，悶ti.om巴thod)
b) Ref.8). (グ)

c) Ref.9). (high-t巴mpεratureseries expansion， Pad色approximation)
d) Ref目的倫 (Mont配 Carlomethod) 
e) Ref.13). (high-t日mper・atures日riesεxpansion，ratio method) 
f) thεlatter in Ref.7). (グ)

g) Ref.6). (exact ca!culation) 
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For the sake of clarity， we collect in Table IV the exponent estimates of the linear‘and 

nonlinear critical rεlaxation of the order parameter 50 far avai1able. It is seen that in 

the kinetic Ising model the scaling p詑 diction holds true. In the two. 

-dime悶 onalcase， however， it is aiffic山 toconclude thatム協)>ム)and that the 

differenceム弘 iscertainly equal to s， beca附 βisvεry smal1 in this case 

N amely， a definite conclusion may not be obtained in the two-dimensional case園8).9) Thε 

result for the 3-dimensional case supports more convincingly the sca1ing prediction (1). 

Since the successive exponents for the energy relaxation show rather erratic 

behaviour， we can not deIinitely co問 lude that ム~l.O (1 α=1 andム12=2.0in 

this case13)). The民 weonly me凶 011that the result forムγ)may not be inconsistent 
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with 。

4. Summary and discussions 

We have investigated the high-temperature sεries expansions for the nonlinear 

relaxation time in the kinetic Ising model， and estimated the associated exponents. The 

estimates have been performed for the case of the order-parameter relaxation in two 

and three dimensions7)，8) and of the energy relaxation in two dimensions. These results 

support the scaling predictions (1) and However， in order to obtain a definite 

co州問on， for two -dimensional ca田仏語よ)andム ) ， it will be needed 

to calculate the high-temperature series expansions up to order higher than the order 

obtained so far，8) These ca!culations will be reported other authors.14) 

We ne又trefer to the scaling thεory for the nonlinear critical relaxation10)，1l)， in 

which a scaled equation of motion has been solved in order to the relaxation 

time. It should be remarked that in the scaled equation of motion10).11) there are <10 

terms between different wave vectors， for example， and qw*o withψbeing 

the order parameteI¥The effect of such terms may not be clear at this stage. 

In order to clarify the effect of coupling terms， and to obtain a definite conclusion 

in the two-dimensional case， the renormalization group approach15) will be helpfuL We 

notεthat the 1うerturbαtionalrenorma1ization group approach Suzuki and Tanaka16) 

holds even in the nonlinear regime. This is now under consideration. 
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